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hydration
• replace the carbohydrates, salts and 

fluids that were lost  

• how much an athlete needs is 

dependent upon three key things:  
- climate conditions  
- duration of exercise  
- exercise intensity 

• hydration needs to begin right away, 

lasting 12 to 24 hours after exercise 

• an athlete needs to replace fluids lost 

during exercise and reduce the body’s 

temperature back to normal 

nutrition
• consume nutrients within 2 hours  

• why? the body systems and metabolic 

processes are heightened enough to 

transport and make the body’s cells 

sensitive nutrients  

• be ready to eat something after the 

workout 

• each meal: 50 - 100 grams of carbs  

             & 10 - 20 grams of protein

cool down
• gentle recovery exercise that help to 

return the body temperature, 

metabolism and cardio-respiratory 

levels to normal 

• helps eliminate metabolic waste 

products 

• can decrease soreness, cramps and 

muscle spasms  

• 5 - 10 minutes is sufficient  

• can include lunges, walking and jogging  

• intense or continuous exercise that 

does not conclude with a cool down = 

increase the likelihood of blood pooling 

= can lead to dizziness  

stretching
• include flexibility training to boost the 

recovery and lessen muscle soreness 

• dynamic and static stretches 

- muscles become relaxed 

- go back to their normal length 

- re-establish full motion range  

- help with muscle fibre realignment 

PHYSIOLOGICAL
STRATEGIES

return the body to before-workout condition 
The two main elements of these strategies include: 

1. the extraction of metabolic by-products 

2. planning to replace lost fluids and energy with 

a nutritional plan
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hydrotherapy
• when the body is immersed in water, it helps aid rest and recovery 

• cold water immersion = decrease the body temperature, swelling and perception of tiredness & pain 

• hot water immersion = increase blood flow and relax the body  
only after rehydration & no soft tissue damage 

• contrast water therapy = mixture of both cold and hot water  
effective if athletes want to attain both effects 

• buoyancy of the water allows muscle to float = allows it to relax  

• gentle exercises can also be done e.g. walking in waist-deep water or doing dynamic leg swings  
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

• Hot water immersion (spa baths) – these increase blood flow and increase skin, muscle and core temp, 

• Ice baths – which is when the athlete sits deep in ice water for 5 mins. Aids injury by constricting and hence 

stopping swelling and pain

• Contrast water therapy – which combines hot and cold for one minute each. Alters tissue temperature and 

blood flow. Assists in removal of lactic acid and other wastes and delivery of fresh blood supplies

massage
• beneficial in further releasing any tension in soft tissue 

• encourages flexibility and get rid of waste by products 

• helps to decrease recovery time and encourage mental relaxation 

Benefits include:  

• injury prevention 

• increased flexibility 

• decreased tension of muscles/joints 

• decreases muscle/nerve tension and soreness 

• relaxation & greater sense of well-being 

• increased blood flow 

• breaks down scar tissue 

NEURAL
STRATEGIES

intense exercise = a lot of stress on their body’s muscular system, 

peripheral nervous system and the central nervous system  

neutral techniques = make the muscles feel relaxed 
+ reduces any mental fatigue that may have occurred
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CRYOTHERAPY
• cold or ice during the recovery process 

• it works by doing any of the following things: 

• - compressing ice on the injury site 

• - ice massage or immersing the injured body part in cold water  

• - the athlete getting into icy cold water for a maximum of 5 minutes 

• helps to reduce the flow of blood to the minor capillaries and blood vessels 

• when the body warms up = fresh blood will start to flow  

= promote removing the waste products from the body  

= boosting recovery

• Many athletes who use cryotherapy tend to see a lesser recovery time from their injuries
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relaxation
• techniques athletes can use to relax and refocus can vary significantly.  

• some active relaxation skills, which help to control arousal levels, manage anxiety and encourage mental 
relaxation can include:

-  Visualisation

-  Controlled breathing exercises

-  Meditation

sleep
• Sleep is what helps the body and mind recover and restore itself 

• healthy sleep pattern = 7 - 9 hours a night  
anything less or more can have a negative impact on one’s health 

• problems sleeping? 
use relaxation methods  
steer clear of food, alcohol, caffeine and exercise within three hours before bed

PSYCHOLOGICAL
STRATEGIES

it is imperative an athlete maintains their health  

– emotionally and mentally – 

in order to stay motivated and keep their anxiety levels down


